In this paper, we investigate the condition on warped product manifold of a Kenmotsu manifold and the real line to be a conformal Kahler manifold. This result demonstrates the close relation of Kenmotsu and Kahler manifolds.
Introduction
To study manifolds with negative curvature, Bishop and O'Neill introduced the notion of warped product as a generalization of Riemannian product [1] . Afterwards, warped product was used in physical issues for modeling the standard space-time, especially for the neighborhoods of stars and black holes [10] . In 1960's and 1970's, when almost contact manifolds were studied as an odd dimensional counterpart of almost complex manifolds, the warped product was used to make examples of almost contact manifolds [3, 11] . There are different classifications of almost contact structures which one of the most significant classes is trans-sasakian manifolds. The trans-sasakian manifolds are divided into three groups Sasakian, Kenmotsu and Cosymplectic manifolds [8] . In this classification, Kenmotsu manifolds are generated locally by warped product of a Kahler manifold and an interval of the real line R [7] .
Recently, G. Ganchev and V. Mihova in [6] , used warped product to generate Kahler manifolds of α-Sasakian manifolds. First, they proved that the warped product manifold gets a complex structure. Then, they used a conformal change on the metric of warped manifold to make a Kahler one. In our work, a Kenmotsu manifold is used as underlying manifold of a warped product manifold and the possible structures of this warped product manifold are investigated.
Aiming at our purpose, we organize this paper as follows. In Section 2, the structure of an almost contact metric manifold (M, ϕ, η, ξ, g) is studied and the definition of trans-sasakian, α-Sasakian, β-Kenmotsu manifolds and some useful equations related to them are reviewed. In Section 3, we find out conditions on warped product manifold of a Kenmotsu manifold and the real line to be a conformal Kahler manifold. Conversely, the conformal Kahler manifoldM is supposed to be warped product of odd dimensional manifold M and the real line R. Then, the conditions which the odd dimensional manifold M is an almost Kenmotsu manifold are investigated. These results demonstrate the close relation of Kenmotsu and Kahler manifolds.
Preliminaries
An almost contact metric structure (ϕ, ξ, η, g) on a (2m+1)-dimensional manifold M is defined by ϕ ∈ ⊗ 1 1 (M ), ξ ∈ χ(M ) and η ∈ Λ 1 (M ) satisfy the following properties
where ∇ is Levi-Civita connection of Riemannian metric g and α, β are smooth functions on M . The almost contact metric manifold M which satisfies (1) is called trans-Sasakian manifold of type (α, β). Note that transSasakian manifolds of type (α, 0) are α-Sasakian manifolds, trans-Sasakian manifolds of type (0, β) are β-Kenmotsu manifolds and trans-sasakian manifolds of type (0, 0) are cosymplectic manifolds [8] . Let M be a β-Kenmotsu manifold, Therefore, M satisfies the followings
and from which we obtain
for all X, Y ∈ ΓT M . Moreover, it is known that η is closed (i.e. dη=0) on a β-Kenmotsu manifold. An almost contact manifold which holds the equations dΩ g = β(η ∧ Ω g ) and dη = 0 is called almost Kenmotsu manifold in literatures [4] . The Kahler form Ω g is defined on an almost contact metric manifold as follows 
Warped product conformal Kahler manifolds of Kenmotsu manifolds
Let (M, ϕ, η 0 , ξ 0 , g) be a β 0 -Kenmotsu manifold and R be the real line with natural coordinate systemξ := ∂ ∂t andη := dt. Consider the warped product manifoldM = R × p M with warp function p : R −→ R and metric G defined as follows
For all t ∈ R, the manifold (
p(t) -Kenmotsu manifold, as well. To simplify equations onM , we use the following notations
The almost complex structure J onM is defined as follows
where D = {X ∈ TM | η(X) =η(X) = 0} and it is called contact distribution of Kenmotsu manifold M . From which any vector fieldX ∈ ΓTM can be uniquely written as follows
where X D ∈ ΓD and X ∈ ΓT M . Moreover, according to (6) we obtain
The equations (5)- (8) show that (M , G, J) is an almost Hermitian manifold.
In the following, we prove that the almost complex structure J of almost Hermitian manifoldM is integrable (i.e. its Neijenhuis tensor N J is vanished). Therefore, (M , G, J) becomes a Hermitian manifold. Let ∇ be the Levi-Civita connection on (M , G, J), then
for allX,Ȳ ∈ ΓTM . By using some properties of Kenmotsu manifolds presented in Section 2, the components of above equation are calculated as follows
The Neijenhuis tensor N J of almost complex structure J can be written in terms of Levi-Civita connection as follows
Then, by inserting (8)- (12) in (13), we obtain that N J (X,Ȳ ) = 0, Therefore, the almost complex structure J onM is a complex one. The following proposition shows how far the 2-form Ω G (., .) := G(., J.) onM is to Kahler structure.
Proposition 3.1. Let (M , G, J) be the warped product manifold introduced in this Section. then, the Kahler form Ω G of Riemannian metric G onM satisfies following equation
Proof.
Therefore,
by using the facts dη = 0, dη = 0 and the Lemma 1 the following is obtained
From (14) and (2d(ln p) + β 0 η 0 ) ∧ η ∧η = 0 the last equation can be written in the following form
and this completes the proof.
Theorem 3.2. Let (M , G, J) be the warped product manifold introduced in this Section. Then,M is a conformal Kahler manifold if and only if βη is exact. Moreover, if βη = −2du for some u ∈ C ∞ (M ), then e 2(u−ln p) G will be a Kahler metric onM .
Proof. From Proposition 3.1, it is obvious thatM is conformal Kahler if and only if 2d(ln p)+β 0 η 0 is exact or equivalent to it βη = β 0 η 0 is exact. Then, by a straightforward calculations, using Proposition 3.1 and −2du = βη = β 0 η 0 the following is obtained
and this completes the proof. By considering the above Theorem and Corollaries, it is proved that there are Kahler and Kenmotsu manifolds of any dimensions. We start with R 2 and its natural Kahler structure. There is a 3-dimension simply connected Kenmotsu manifold M = R × f R 2 where f (t) = ce t [2, 7] . Then R × p M is a simply connected conformal Kahler manifold by Corollary 3.2 and consequently we have a Kahler manifold of dimension 4. Continuing the current method, we produce Kahler and Kenmotsu manifolds of any dimensions n ≥ 2.
To complete the previous discussion, we go into a converse problem. It means that in the warped product conformal Kahler manifoldM = R × p M with metric G, when manifold M is a Kenmotsu one. In [12] , it is proved that M is an almost contact manifold as an orientable hypersurface ofM . Using the previous notations, we suppose that the almost contact structure of M is given by (ϕ, η 0 , ξ 0 , g). Let Ω G be Kahler form ofM , sinceM is considered to be conformal Kahler then there is the smooth function f :M −→ R such that f Ω G is closed. Therefore,
and the followings are obtained Corollary 3.3. LetM be a conformal Kahler manifold furnished by the above structure. If df = ξ 0 (f )η 0 and dp = 0, then M is an almost Kenmotsu manifold.
Proof. Inserting df = ξ 0 (f )η 0 and dp = 0 in (16), the following is obtained
=⇒ pf dη 0 ∧η = 0 & p 2 (ξ 0 (f )η 0 ∧ Ω g + f dΩ g ) = 0,
The last equations shows that M is an almost −ξ(ln f )-Kenmotsu manifold and proof is complete. 
